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w e must also have scientists, engineers, economists
and other people with specialized knowledge to plan
and to build for national defense as for social and economic progress.-

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

Precise flow control on a sewage grit chamber

Cut Courtesy Engineering News-Reo

FLOW CONTROL AT THE SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANT

Two new disposal plants have just been placed in operation at Springfield, Massachusetts as notable additions to the pollution abatement projects
in the Connecticut River Valley. At the larger plant, 30-mgd capacity,
special emphasis is placed on sludge processing. These new treatment
works incorporate several features of interest. Included are the sludge
processing facilities, the method used in handling grit and screenings, and
the use of dykes to isolate the plants from river floods. Such plants show
the influence of the modern trends of chemical, civil, and mechanical
engineering.
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E\GNEERNG PUBLIC HEALTH
by Frank G. Pearce, ch., '40
“EALTH is one of the most desired
"
of human possessions, and serious
illness is one of life's most heartrending experiences. It is not so
much one's own illnesses that are
the cause of pain as it is the sight
of one's loved ones bravely fighting
the slow death of pneumonia and
infantile paralysis, the crippling effects of arthritis, or the gnawing
pain of chronic cancer, and to be
powerless to do more than sit by
and alleviate their pain without
hoping to aid in their ultimate recovery. This is the most distressing
of human experiences.
It is even more heartrending to
the friends of the afflicted to read in
current literature that cures for all
diseases will very likely be known
in a century or so but not sufficiently
soon to be of aid to those now suffering. Thomas Midgely, an eminent
authority on chemotherapy, has
predicted that in the next century
the chemistry and means of cure of
cancer will be understood, that common colds and influenza epidemics
will be eliminated by a knowledge of
the basic chemistry involved, that
teeth will be capable of preservation
until death by the exposure of the
chemistry of the teeth and by making effective measures for their
proper care available, and that the
ravages of tuberculosis, diabetes,
septicemia, and a host of similar afflictions will be ended by a knowledge of the factors responsible for
their existence.
One indication of the engineer's
influence on public health is shown
by the close correlation in the advancement of the engineering profession and in the betterment of
health conditions. But why should
this be true? How has the engineer
in his personal achievements raised
the health standards of this civilization? These are the questions to be
answered in this paper with special
reference to the effects of the deOctober, 1940

does not completely dominate, physical conditions. The engineers aid the
mental health of a people by reducing the hours they must labor, by
properly fitting the laborer to his
task, and by increasing the laborer's
knowledge and consequent interest
in his work.
In addition to these indirect services of the engineer toward the
betterment of public health there
are numerous examples of direct
contributions. It is the purpose of
this paper to discuss the most important direct contributions of chemical engineering which have resulted
velopments in the field of chemical in a betterment of health conditions.
engineering.
The most obvious, because the
Air Conditioning
most direct, contributions of engiThe improvement of public health
neers to the promotion of health lie
in the field of sanitation. These con- by means of air conditioning is one
tributions are exemplified by the of the newest fields under developprovision of pure water, by the im- ment at the present time. The part
provement of sewer systems, by the played by engineering in this dedevelopment of means of sewage and velopment has been nothing short of
refuse disposals, and by the improve- phenomenal, for it has succeeded in
ments in methods of smoke elimina- ridding the air of dirt, microbes, and
tion—and while the medical man pollen, all of which have detrimental
may have initiated the attack on effects on public health.
hookworm and malaria, it was the
The five essential factors of life are
chemical engineer who put this food (including regulative mineral
hard-won knowledge into practical salts and vitamins), oxygen, water.
usage by proper sanitation.
temperature, and light. The absence,
A more direct, but by far more or even the incorrect amounts, of
effective, manner in which the these factors will obviously affect
engineer has bettered health condi- the health of the persons suffering
tions is shown by his contributions from the deficiency. It is easily seen
toward raising the standard of living that of these five factors, three at
of the world. The only way to raise least, oxygen, temperature, and
the standard of living of a commun- light, are directly dependent upon
ity, and with it the standards of the air about us. Life also depends
health of the community, is to in- on the absence of certain harmful
crease the amount each man can do conditions, the most important of
in a definite period of time by pro- which are substances in the air causviding him with more inanimate ing mechanical injury, toxic chemslaves with which to work.
ical gases in the atmosphere, and airAll previous discussion pertains to borne inimical living things, predathe physical well-being of the indi- tory or parasitic. All three of these
vidual, but equally important is conditions are likewise dependent
mental health always important in upon the condition of the air we
itself, which greatly influences, if it breathe.
This article won for Mr. Pearce the
distinction of receiving the Toulmin Award
at commencement last June. The award is
presented to the student submitting the
best paper in the competition crt Rose.
Mr. Pecrrce, a graduate of the class of '40,
is now enjoying a fellowship at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The paper, originally titled "Recent Developments in the Field of Chemical Engineering Affecting Public Health", presents
a broad survey of the improvement of
public health by corresponding improvements in Chemical Engineering processes.
Mr. Pearce points out that the development of air conditioning, chemotherapy,
and food engineering have had a considerable effect in the betterment of public
health. He touches also upon the great
beneficial developments in sewage disposal, water purification, and antiseptic
processes.
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From this discussion it is easily
seen that the treatment of the air, so
as to allow it to furnish the optimum
amounts of the factors necessary for
life, and the minimum amounts of
those things detrimental to life, is
a problem of extreme importance to
public health; but it was not until
very recently that progressive measures for this treatment were initiated.
Improvements in our methods of
sanitation, especially of food and
water supplies, have brought with
them marked reduction in sickness
and in the death rate from diseases
infecting the intestinal tract. This
steady improvement of health standards has contributed to the almost
entire neglect of the sanitation of
the air in past decades. It is therefore very distressing to find from
authoritative statistics that as high
as 85 per cent of deaths from infections and parasitic diseases are
caused by micro-organisms whose
normal port of entry is the upper
respiratory tract.
Common air-borne diseases are
silicosis, caused by solid particles in
the air, and pneumonia and bronchitis, caused by micro-organisms
in the air. Another disturbing,
though relatively unimportant, disease caused by impurities in the
air is hay fever. From consideration
of the nature of the diseases caused
by polluted air the conclusion is
reached that the purification of air
involves two processes, the removal
of solid materials and the removal
of bacteria.
The first of these problems, the removal of solids from the atmosphere,
can be solved by two different methods, either individually or collectively. The most obvious solution is
to remove the cause of air contamination. Although this problem usually is termed "smoke abatement,"
it is undoubtedly one of air condition. The second solution involves
methods of removing the impurities
from the air after contamination.
To what extent can the chemical
engineer aid in the problem of smoke
abatement? The question in point is
the extent to which the chemist and
i) a g e 4

chemical engineer may feel willing
to assist in remedying a condition
which is the subject of condemnatory discussion wherever fuel is
burned.
The first action of the chemical
engineer was to ascertain the cause
of such large amounts of smoke.
The results of this investigation were
appalling. Practically every household heating systems was provided
with a combustion chamber designed
for the burning of anthracite coal,
a fuel that will not smoke under any
conditions. Since each type of fuel
requires a differently designed combustion chamber, it has become necessary for the chemical engineer to
classify fuels according to the burning characteristics, the clinker-forming tendencies of the ash, the composition of the ash, and the tendency
of the fuel to evolve noxious and obnoxious gases. From these data
furnaces may be designed so as to
eliminate a very large proportion of
the solid impurities in the air.
The treatment of air for the removal of impurities, both animate
(bacteria) and inanimate, must obviously be confined to the treatment
of the air contained in our dwellings,
hospitals, etc., and not to the outdoor atmosphere. In addition to this
treatment the atmosphere must be
conditioned so as to furnish bodily
comfort.
Bodily comfort is dependent upon
the rate at which heat is lost from
the body, and this in turn is dependent upon the rate of air movement, the relative humidity of the
air, and the temperature at which it
exists.
The control of the temperature of
the air, developed late in the
machine age, was man's first step
toward the modification of the air
quality to better his health. Later
the necessity of controlling the
amount of moisture in the air became evident in order to secure comfort, and finally the need of removing
impurities from the air was realized.
Early air conditioning installations
were nothing more than devices
which produced "ice house" atmospheres with low dry-bulb temperatures and high relative humid-

ities. The chilling shock experienced
when one enters a space whose
temperature is markedly below that
outside the space gives the thrill of
a cold shower, but it is a burden for
anyone but the vigorous person to
withstand. After a period one becomes acclimated to the new conditions, but upon leaving the chilled
space he steps into an oven. In private residences, especially where
the young and the very old are going
into and coming out of the house at
frequent intervals, there is a danger
to health in great temperature differentials.
The next problem was to regulate
the moisture content of the air so
that higher temperatures would
furnish just as much comfort as the
exceedingly low temperatures previously used. Chemical engineers—
Baekeland, Cayleg, Midgely, and
others—were the earliest experimenters is this modification of air
quality to better man's health. Later
this field was dominated by mechanical engineers, but recently chemical
engineers—for example, Midgely—
have made outstanding contributions
to this art.
In most communities the moisture
content is too great for comfort. The
earliest method of removing this excess moisture consisted of "squeezing" it out by lowering the temperature below the dewpoint and subsequently reheating the air to the
desired temperature. This process
has proved very expensive and recently a chemical method has been
devised which has several advantages; it is known as the "caloride"
method.
Caloride is composed of lumps of
material about two inches square
and consists of 72 per cent calcium
chloride. The air is passed through
beds of this material which absorbs
the moisture in amounts depending
upon the temperature and velocity
of the air.
The foregoing discussion has dealt
with the means of adjusting the
temperature and relative humidity
of the air so that it furnishes optimum conditions for personal comfort. In addition to these problems
there is also the task of removing
The Rose Technic

solids and bacteria from the atmosphere of enclosed spaces. In the
early development of air conditioning the bacteria and dust were removed by passing the air through
sprays of cold water which literally
washed the air clean. This practice
removed practically all suspended
solid particles, but recent investigations have shown that sprays of
water effect only a partial reduction
in the bacteria counts. The microorganisms tend to accumulate in the
wash water, which is used for repeated washings, and as the bacteria
count in this water increases, the
efficiency of bacteria removal from
the air decreases. The addition of
benzylphenol to the wash water increases the efficiency of removal, for
the water becomes essentially sterilized. The requirements of a germicide to be used in this manner are
lack of odor, lack of poisonous characteristics, solubility in water, ability
to destroy bacteria quickly, and
chemical inertness toward the equipment.
The above method of removing
bacteria from the air is not applicable to the treating of air for use in
hospitals, for in hospitals the air is
contaminated as it passes from room
to room by the germs expelled from
the patients. In the past it was
thought that germs expelled from
the mouth fell to the floor almost immediately, but recent studies have
led to the conclusion that they remain in the air for some time.
It has been shown by mathematical considerations that if an infective droplet, expelled by coughing or
sneezing, is of an initial diameter of
less than 0.10 millimeters, it will
vaporize completely before reaching
the ground, and the bacteria will remain in the air as "droplet nuclei."
Pneumococcus,diphtheria,and streptococcus homolyticus have been detected in the air of a still chamber
forty-eight hours after artificial innoculation.
The removal of these floating bacteria must be accomplished if surgical operations are to be safe, for
10 per cent of all operations become
infected as a result of the deposition
October, 1940

of bacteria on the incision. A recent responsible for such dreaded didevelopment for the elimination of seases as pneumonia, cerebrospinal
these suspended micro-organisms is meningitis, childbed fever, peritothe use of ultraviolet light. It has nitis, blood poisoning, and erysipelas.
been found that by using ultraviolet Before 1936 there were few recovlight in the operating room from 80 eries from these diseases in medical
to 90 per cent of the bacteria are de- history, for there was no means of
stroyed. Another new development treatment except rest and quiet.
is the installation of ultraviolet light
Every year about 12,000 mothers
barriers in all passages leading from in the
United States die in childroom to room.
birth, the victims of a streptococcic
Thus it is seen that the chemical blood infection known as childbed
engineer has contributed very much fever. Pneumonia strikes more than
to the betterment of health condi- 450,000 persons in the United States
tions by air conditioning. "What we every year. Gonorrhea, an easily
desire is atmospheric conditions communicable disease, is more prevwhich produce an active sense of alent than syphilis, and there are
physical well-being, a state of 12,000,000 persons infected by it in
euphoria such as experienced on a the United States today. Can nothing
mountain top or the sea beach." In stop this death toll of disease?
addition the air must be bacteriologThe answer to the question was
ically clean. The chemical engineer
almost unanimously negative until
has met, by his developments, all of
1936, the year in which sulfanilamide
these requirements.
was found to have remarkable effects in the cure of disease. Before
Chemotherapy
this time the only known specific
Chemotherapy by obvious defini- treatments for disease were the use
tion means the treatment of illnesses of quinine for malaria and the use
with chemical substances, but this of Salvarsan for syphilis. But after
definition would include such a mul- 1936 the answer became decidedly
titude of applications of medication positive, and giant strides are now
that it would mean nothing; there- being taken as a result of the imfore, Paul Ehrlich of Germany, petus given by the discovery of sulfounder of the science, thought it fanilamide, for this new chemical
necessary to restrict the definition. proved to be very deadly against
Ehrlich's chemotherapy means,"pre- many types of bacteria. By treatment
vention or treatment of disease by of patients suffering from childbed
chemical disinfection or inhibition of fever with sulfanilamide the mortalthe parasitic causes without serious ity rate has been lowered from 20
toxic effects," in short, the use of a per cent to about eight per cent. In
drug that will kill or cripple the in- the past streptococcal meningitis has
vading germ, without killing or been almost invariably fatal; out of
crippling the patient. Another defini- seventeen experimental cases retion, which embodies additional cently treated with sulfanilamide
meaning, is offered by Hugh Clegg there were only four deaths.
who states, "Chemotherapy is the
The initial application of the drug
treatment by chemicals of the causa- to pneumonia originated at
the
tive agents of disease, as distinct Western Pennsylvania Hospital's
Refrom the treatment of symptoms of search Institute. The
investigators
disease." This latter definition may selected for their studies the deadbe interpreted as meaning that the liest of the thirty-two
pneumonia
aims of chemotherapy are to cure a germs, Type III. After finding
that
disease and not to alleviate the tor- sulfanilamide gave excellent results
ment caused by the disease.
when fed to rats, these investigators
Of the several types of bacillus gave it to a series of twenty-five paprobably the most fatal type is a tients who were afflicted with this
ubiquitous one, the streptococcus. highly fatal germ. At the same time
This bacteria, in its several forms, is fifty-four cases received only the
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usual care, rest and symptomrelieving medicine. Four out of five
of the sulfanilamide treated cases
recovered; among the untreated
cases, four out of five died. Later it
was discovered that sulfapyridine,
a combination of sulfanilamide and
pyridine, was even more effective
against pneumonia than was sulfanilamide.
Another disease conquered by the
advancement of chemotherapy in recent years is diabetes. Until very recently insulin, an extract made from
the pancreas of sheep or other animals, was used in the treatment of
this disease; but in 1937, Elliot P.
Jordan, a leading authority on diabetes, speaking at the tercentary
session of the Harvard Medical
School, described a new type of insulin which is eight times as effective
as ordinary insulin. This new insulin
consisted of the proper proportions
of insulin and protamine to give the
same acid-alkali balance as that of
the patient's body. With this new
form the number of injections could
be redced to one in twenty-four
hours. Further work has shown that
the combination of zinc and calcium
with the protamine more than
doubles the effect, thus reducing the
required infections in some cases by
87.5 per cent.
The three essential functions of
food are to furnish energy, to build
and repair the body, and to keep
the body in a state of health. Another
limitation on foodstuffs is that they
shall be free from poisonous chemicals and bacteria.
The normal diet furnishes sufficient amounts of energy foods and
repair foods, but there is usually a
deficiency of foods which keep the
body in a state of health. This deficiency has been subjected to intensive investigation, and it has been
found that it is caused by the absence of certain chemical substances
in the food necessary for health.
These substances are the vitamins.
Beriberi is probably the most dramatic example of a disease caused
by a lack of the proper vitamins in
the diet. There are two major types
of beriberi, the wet type, which
Page 6

causes extensive edematory swelling
of the extremities, and the dry type,
which causes lameness, atapia,
numbness of extremities, and a general disturbance of motor and sensory nerves. In the final stages of
both types of the disease hypertrophy of the right heart occurs, and
death ensues from heart failure.
Investigations as to the cause of
this disease led to the conclusion
that it was the lack of certain materials in the diet that cause the
affliction. In those districts where
polished rice was used beriberi was
found to abound, but in those districts where unpolished rice was
used the disease was unknown. It
seemed that the hull of the rice grain
contained some substance which,
when eaten, prevented beriberi.
After treatment of many tons of
these hulls with various chemicals,
a very tedious chemical engineering
process, a minute quantity of a pure
substance was isolated which had
remarkable effects in the cure and
prevention of beriberi. This process
of extraction was so costly that it
was impractical, and for a time it
appeared that it could not be used
commercially to prepare the beriberi specific.
How have the chemical engineers
helped to remedy this condition?
The extraction and purification of
the vitamin from the rice hulls was
the first step. By chemical investigation of this substance, Robert
Williams, an eminent authority on
foods, finally progressed to a point
where he could announce the structure of the molecule. The vitamin
can now be synthesized at a cost far
below that of its preparation from
natural plant sources and in unlimited quantities. The elimination
of beriberi from the earth is now
possible.
Several other diseases such as
scurvy and rickets have been shown
to be caused by the lack of necessary
vitamins. Several of these vitamins
have been isolated, and it is now believed that all diseases caused by
their absence will eventually disappear.
Another important contribution of

the chemical engineer in the field of
food engineering has been the development of means of packaging foods
so that their rate of putrefaction is
greatly reduced. This has been done
by developing paper containers free
from bacteria, by the fabrication of
transparent wrapping papers impervious to harmful light rays, and
by the discovery of new methods of
eliminating gases from canned fruits.
In the case of industries engaged
in the manufacture of paper and
board which may come into direct
contact with foods it is necessary
that methods and practices be consistent with standards of food purity.
The best method of control over the
bacteria content of these paper containers involves the determination of
the types of bacteria and the points
in the process where they grow most
rapidly. After these facts have been
determined, the usual procedure is
to treat contaminated surfaces with
chlorinated water and to introduce
copper sulfate at the focal points of
bacteria growth.
The protection of oily foods against
the accelerating effect of light in
causing rancidity by the use of
colored wrappers has become of
commercial importance in the packing industry, for light is frequently
the prominent factor in the rapid
development of rancidity in such materials as crackers, cakes, butter,
candies, nuts, and potatoes.
Blue and ultraviolet light materially accelerate the development of
rancidity whereas other visible light
has little effect. This fact has resulted in the development of a yellow rencidity-retarding cellulose,
which is 100 per cent impermeable to
ultraviolet rays.
Dissolved oxygen in canned fruit
and vegetable juices apparently reacts with some constituents of the
juice and may effect the juice adversely, especially as far as the
vitamin C content is concerned. In
some cases actual poisoning has occured because of the oxidation of the
metallic walls and subsequent solution. Chemical engineers have now
devised means of eliminating this
(Continued on Page 28)
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NOTE TO A FRESHMA\
by Raymond C. Hogan, c., '41
You wanted an education, so you
came to Rose! Presumably you intend to prepare yourself for a fuller,
more successful life, and an education is a prerequisite for such a betterment. You have, no doubt, heard
it said that becoming an engineer is a
hard task. It is getting to be a harder
task, for with each passing year
more is expected of the engineer.
Despite the hazing you may undergo,
and the freshman-sophomore wrangling that may be done, the upperclassmen are happy to welcome you
to Rose. They hope to be your
friends, and they will be glad to help
you as much as possible.
There is a method called study by
which an education is obtained. Some
men have a successful method when
they begin their college careers
while others develop a method either
during or even after college days.
Each man must develop his own
method of study, it is true, but there
are certain principles which seem to
be a part of many of the better methods of studying. They may possibly
prove an aid to you.
1. Have a fixed time and place for
study. Your place of study should
be comfortable, quiet, and welllighted. All your tools should be
near at hand. When the time comes
for study, do not hesitate to ask
noisy friends to leave the room. You
know how easy things are done by
habit; make it a habit to study at a
certain time and place, and you will
find that your mind will be ready
for work from habit.
2. Review the previous lesson.
Before beginning the new assignment read over the previous lesson.
"Repetition is the mother of studies."
Furthermore, reading over something you know will help to dispel
mental inertia. Get the mind alert
before beginning the new lesson.
Sometimes snappy mental arithmetic
acts as a good tonic.
3. Read the -lesson as a whole.
October, 1940

The staff presents this bit of senior
sagacity with a "Welcome, Freshmen."
thought in mind. Despite the sophomorefreshmcrn differences, the upperclassmen
stand willing to aid wherever possible.
Mr. Hogan has browsed through the
files, and has reproduced some material
that is well worth reading. We recall that
as juniors we were given some rules for
studying; rules that many of us could
have used sooner. With that thought in
mind, a few guiding comments concerning studying hours, studying methods, and
in general, the student life, are included.

Get a birdseye view of the entire
lesson. Once you have done this it
is easy to go back and pick out the
main points which you will be expected to know. Keep paper and
pencil handy, and jot down what
seems important, preferably without
the book. Then go back and see what
you may have missed.
4. Use the problems to fix the
theory well in mind.
Do not work backward from the
answer; do not work the problems
only because they are to be handed
in.
5. Pay attention in class.

Slip Stick Antics

Photo by C. Roberts
"Now, let's see. Ought point eight six five
to the point four power—. Gad, why did I ever
decide to be an engineer?"

Your instructor is a qualified man.
He knows the subject well, and he
can explain it many times in a clearer manner than the author of the
text. He will pick out the important
parts for you and save you no little
time.
6. Do not be afraid to mark up
your texts.
Mark down different methods of
doing the same thing. Also jot down
references and your own ideas. Such
notes are invaluable when the time
comes to review.
7. Correlate your information.
Many of your courses are interrelated. Use all the information you
already have about a subject. Tie
together what you are studying with
what you know.
8. Do not clutter up your mind
with formulae and useless facts.
Be more searching for the method
by which the formula was developed
than the formula itself. In the solution of problems learn the method of
attack rather than the actual solution. Formulae and facts can always
be found in handbooks and reference
books.
9. Use paper and pencil extensively.
Write down the more important
parts of a lesson. The fact that you
take time to write them out will impress them more firmly in your mind.
When possible draw diagrams and
sketches. A good sketch is half of
the battle in the solution of many
problems.
There are several other principles
of this sort, but the main ones have
already been mentioned. Possibly all
of the principles will not help everybody, but there are certainly some
principles mentioned which will
benefit everyone.
By this time you may think that
there is only one important means
to an education, but such is not the
case. Things such as making and
keeping friends, maintaining proper
Pa ge
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social contacts, bettering one's personality, and learning to cooperate
with others should supplement the
more serious education obtained
from books. The two extremes
among educated people are the man
who never does anything but study,
and the man who does anything but
study. Either extreme is undesirable.
There is a happy medium; it is this
medium which you should seek.
Making friends depends of course
on the individual. You know better
than anyone elso what kind of fellows you want for friends, so go
ahead and try to make them your
friends. If your first attempts fail,
check up on yourself to see what is
the matter with you. For obvious
reasons your efforts in this respect
should be greatest in your own class,
but bear in mind that up-cerclassmen
are good friends too.
There is another important part of
a well-balanced education, social life.
Dances, both formal and informal,
dates, meeting people outside of
school all have their place. It isn't a
good idea to imitate the upperclass-

men too seriously. Be sure that your
school work is satisfactory before
you begin to "get around" too much.
You will find it more convenient to
extend your social life slowly than
to discover your college careers ended abruptly. The first two years are
the foundation upon which your engineering education will be built.
Once the foundation is laid firmly,
you will be in a better position to
become a "social butterfly" if such is
your aim. Furthermore, you will
have learned how to use your time
to best advantage, enabling you to
take more time for social activities
with safety.
Another part of college life not to
be neglected is extra-currlcular activity. There are various organizations at Rose, enough that everyone
should find something interesting.
Several might be placed in the
"hobby" class. Others afford you the
opportunity to develop what talent
you may have. For exercise all kinds
of sports are available. Not the least
important are the professional societies. All of these activities have in

common team-work, harmony, and
co-operation with others. They enable you to meet more people, to
know them better and enjoy their
friendship; and you will learn to
work with different types of men.
Perhaps you will not need such training, for you may be working in your
home town when you graduate.
But suppose you find yourself with
a position in Timbucktu! You can see
for yourself that there are advantages in taking part in outside
activities.
Have you enjoyed the sermon? By
this time you probably figure that
the sole purpose of this article is to
fill out this issue of the Technic. But
seriously, there are some things included which should help you, particularly the principles on studying.
As for your social life outside activities, and friendships, use your
common sense. That you came to
Rose for an education indicates, to
our notion, that you have common
sense; if you continue to use it, your
years at Rose should be happy and
successful.

Despite this sort of an introduction to the Sophomores, the upperclassmen will stand ready to aid
the Freshmen in any of the more serious aspects of the college life.
Page
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Rose military students sojourn at Fort Knox, Kentucky.

PRELUDE TO CO\SCRIPTIO\
"Prelude to Conscription" has not been
June 14, 1940 witnessed a startling
written to discourage future conscripts,
deand
change in the appearance
but to previevv a portion of life with the
U. S. Army. The authors, senior military
meanor of some 800 or more college
students, relate their views on army life,
students of the Middle West. The
having spent six weeks in summer camp
at Fort Knox, Kentucky. Although inclined
scene was Fort Knox, Kentucky; the
to be rather pessimistic as to the comforts
students included the eighteen senior
and conveniences of the camp, there are
included the first days of camp, the daily
military men from Rose; the transiroutine, the training, and finally the
tion was from confident college youth
exodus from camp to normal civilian life.
to army buck private, an experience
not to be forgotten,—and an experi- clothing; they waited in lines for
ence very much like that which bedding; and for countless other
thousands of conscripts may antici- things came the ringing order, "Line
Up!" The phrase, "Hurry and wait!"
pate this coming year.
"The Eight Hundred" came from became the password of the camp.
The military practice of "processPurdue and I. U., from West Virginia and Akron Institute, from ing" went into effect with the enKentucky and Dayton, from some trance into camp. First, the student
14 schools of the Mid West—and was identified, issued a blouse and
from Rose. They came by car, by bus, pants of blue denim, known as a
by train, and some--just "thumb" fatigue uniform; then he proceeded
way—even though this means of into the physical examination and
travel was entirely unsanctioned by into the department for issueing of
the army. They came hurrying into clothes—or at least into the lines
camp through all hours of the day for the same. Few were the lucky
(many sleepy-eyed after that first souls who finished the processing
night in Louisville) to run into the that first day; many were the stuusual army custom—that of standing dents who stood in line that first
in line. They were stood in line to night only to be told to "come back
eat; they hurried to stand in line for tomorrow"—Private Roberts was
the physical exam, and waited inter- still looking for a pair of shoes that
minable hours (so it seemed) for would fit at the end of camp..
The formalities of camp life inaction; they stood in line to receive
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cluded first call at 5: 30 a. m.; reveille
at 5:45; breakfast at 6:00; physical
training at 7:00; 8:00 to 11:00 work
periods; lunch at 12:00; 1:00 to 3: 30
more work periods; and at 3:30—
thank goodness for a cool can of
beer, ten cents at any army canteen.
Supper was at 6:00, lights out at ten,
and taps at 11:00. The afternoon,
after 3: 30, was left to the individual,
if rifles were not to be cleaned, or
demerits were not to be worked off.
After a day or two becoming acquainted with said formalities, work
really began.
The first week, 120 degrees in the
sun—the temperature could not be
measured in the shade, there wasn't
any—the peace-loving, rest-loving
student, newly become soldier,
dashed about learning how to hold
a rifle, how to aim a rifle, how to
blacken sights, how to correct for
wind and elevation, how to hold the
pistol, how not to become burned
when attempting to light a carbide
lamp, and how to swipe tape from
the meat wagon (ambulance) to
cover those rapidly becoming raw
elbows caused by a desire to go from
the standing position to prone with
the "proper form."
Page 9

Then came a week on the range,
with a coach saying,"Keep your eye
on the bull, don't flinch, remember
your trigger squeeze"—"Bang"—
"Damn." The would be marksman
did flinch, did forget the smooth acting trigger squeeze, and to make it
worse that "rat" in the pits waved
the red flag, the signal for "complete
miss!" And then for a turn in the
pits, pasting the perferated targets
for the boys that have their turn
shooting. They stayed on the range
for a week firing a jawbone record
(one that doesn't count), and finally
the record score was to be shot. The
coach stated, "I won't be with you
today, but it is just the same as before, go in there and shoot! Your
jaw-bone was darn good, add ten
points to your score and you will
make sharpshooter." The soldier was
lucky to qualify.
That week over—came three days
on the pistol range. A soldier must
treat a pistol with respect and must
know how to use it. There is the

typical story of the private who
complained, "The sights are wrong,
Captain, and they are non-movable
sights." The captain took the gun
from him and fired twice. Two little
round holes appeared well inside the
ten ring! Somehow the soldier qualified, or he did not, and the gun work
was over for the engineers.
At last, loved independence—or at
least Independence Day—followed
by a day of mapping. (Ed. note:.
—The sophomore basics back at
Rose made better ones, but they did
not have the dust and sun of Fort
Knox to overcome.) There was a
day of inspection of the Q.M. shops,
another with demolition work and
with lectures as how not to blow ones
own head off. There was the day of
the river inspection trip on a U.S.
Army Engineer river boat. The special Louisville locks, water front,
dam, and power plant, as well as a
standard set of locks lower down the
river, were inspected in spite of a
driving rain. The entire command

"Manager" Combs greatly helped Co. D Engineers to keep well
up in the softball tournament.
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came back with a thorough wetting,
but all agreed that the day on the
boat was the most enjoyed day in
camp.
Bridges became the main task of
the engineers. There was a new steel
truss bridge, put up by the command
for practice, and taken down again
by them for the same reason. It was
a bridge that came in twelve foot sections, could be fabricated up to 72
foot sections and would carry a ten
ton load. It was a semi-mobile bridge
for army use. That day of bridgebuilding will be well remembered by
the fellows who enjoyed it. That
morning two of the trucks used for
transportation became separated
from the convoy, and after a hazardous trip through the business end of
a field artilery range, the trucks arrived an hour late, 28 miles from
their destination.
Next came floating bridges. The
R.O.T.C. engineers build both the
standard foot bridge and the old
heavy pontoon bridge, model 1867.

"Comin' or Goin'?" James Shalce - - - getting ready for a weekend.

The Rose Technic

New inflated-rubber ponton footbridge built and rebuilt so mcmy times by the R.O.T.C. engineers.

The river was fine both days that
the R.O.T.C. built the bridge, but
the rains came on the second night of
bridge work. It was the next day that
the regular engineers gave a bridge
demonstration to the dough-boy and
gunner R.O.T.C. students. The river
was up about ten feet and was a
muddy torrent full of all sorts of
debris.—No doubt Captain Henney
had good reason for staying away
that day.—The foot bridge was constructed, launched, and was a success—until the engineering colonel
decided to cross. It was at that moment that one of the regulars, trying to push aside a log made a misstep and the bridge was left as a
floating section in the center of the
river—it's lone occupant—Colonel
Dorst. The R.O.T.C. engineers to the
rescue, the bridge salvaged, and the
pontoon bridge started. It was an all
day fight, men. The lieutenant in
charge stated that he believed the
demonstration increased the knowledge of his command, the R.O.T.C.
October, 1940

engineers, and himself.
One major trying experience was
left to the students at camp, the
week end hike. Dear God, eight
miles with a rifle, a pack, and part
of the time with a bed roll, please
give all those lads a commission before they again go forth to war. The
ground for a bed was not bad, the
bonfire was really swell, the sham
battles, and the work done in camp
(under the helpful supervision of
Lieutenant Hagan)—even the meals
—were tolerable, but that eight
miles of hill climbing in sun that must
have been at least 212 degrees—.
The next three days in camp were
peace loving ones; the dice rolled,
newspapers were read, and army
equipage was turned in. Stories were
told of various exciting incidents experienced during camp, not only of
the work, but of swimming, the trip
to Mammoth Cave, the baseball season—and manager Combs, the R. O.
T. C. dances in Louisville, the mess,
and the girl back home.

Hostilities, however, had not as
yet come to a close. The evening before payday, and the end of camp, a
beer party appeared in the battery
street behind the engineers. The
same said engineers had planned to
go to bed early so that they could
be the first out of camp the next
day, but how is one to sleep with
about fifty happy college fellows
chorusing everything from the "Old
Gray Mare" to the "Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi" just outside one's tent?
After much consultation and a quick
trip to the supply room, a few were
off into the darkness to disperse the
unsuspecting revellers. The rest
waited expectantly, and suddenly
there fell into the midst of the songsters one sputtering Tear Gas Bomb!
Cries rent the night as th artillery
fled. The engineers slept peacefully.
Camp was broken at 3:30 A. M.
and after waiting for pay, all went
their way feeling, thinking, or saying, "to hell with the army—till
school starts!"
Page
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MODER\ E\GNEERS
by John E. Bartmess, m., '41
Dr. E.F. W. Alexanderson
Ernst Frederick Werner Alexanderson was born January 25, 1878,
in Uppsala, Sweden, where his
father, Prof. A. M. Alexanderson,
was a teacher at the University of
Uppsala. His mother was Amelie von
Heidenstam. His father later held the
chair of classical languages at the
University of Lund, and the future
scientist and engineer studied there
for a year after graduation from the
Lund high school in 1896.
Because of an aptitude for mechanics he next entered the Royal
Technical University in Stockholm
and was graduated as an electrical
and mechanical engineer. For a year
of post graduate study in electrical
engineering he attended the Technical University in Berlin, Germany,
where he was a student of Professor
Slaby, creator of the once important
Slaby-Arco system of radio communication.
As a boy Alexanderson learned
English, German, French, and Latin
—in addition to his native Swedish.
He was therefore able to read the
English copy of Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz's book, Alternating Current
Phenomena, which fell into his hands
in Berlin. So impressed was Alexanderson that he decided to move
to America and seek work with
Steinmetz.

This, the first article in the new
TECHNIC series, "Modern Engineers." is
the biography of Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson. Dr. Alexanderson is a General
Electric consulting engineer with 270
patents in radio telephony, radio telegraphy, television, motors, generators,
electric traction, electric ship propulsion,
vacuum tubes for radio and power rectifiers, power transmission, etc.
The contributing editor wishes to thank
the News Bureau of the General Electric
Company for the information used in this
article.

designing generators. In the following years he was in close personal
contact with Dr. Steinmetz and in
1910 when Dr. Steinmetz formed a
consulting engineering department,
Alexanderson was a member of it.
In 1904 radio was transmitted by
spark-crashing dots and dashes.
Prof. Reginald A. Fessenden, a pioneer radio experimenter, thought
this could be remedied by a 100,000cycle alternator. This fantastic idea
was assigned to and accepted by
Alexanderson, and after two years
of work he delivered a practical
alternator which was installed in the
Fessenden station at Brant Rock,
Massachusetts. It is interesting to
note that this alternator made the
first radio broadcast in history possible. On Christmas eve, 1906, the call
of "CQ, CQ" in code went over the
air. Ships at sea listened. Was it a
distress call? No, for a woman's
voice, a song, and a violin solo, all
came over the air, followed by a request that listeners write R. A.
In 1901 Alexanderson arrived in Fessenden.
In the years to follow Alexanderthe United States and visited Dr.
Steinmetz in Schenectady. The fact son improved his alternator; Gulielthat he found the great scientist a mo Marconi was interested, and one
misshapen hunchback in a black was installed in the Atlantic Marconi
bathing suit did not diminish the station at New Brunswick, N. J. At
Swedish youth's enthusiasm. After the end of World War I the Britishfive months as a draftsman for the controlled Marconi Company reC and C Electrical Company in New quested exclusive use of the AlexJersey he was, in 1902, given a draft- anderson Alternator. To prevent it
ing job by General Electric on the falling into foreign hands governrecommendation of Steinmetz. The ment officials encouraged the formanext year he took the "test" engi- tion of the Radio Corporation of
neering course and, in 1904, became America. General Electric, therefore,
a member of the engineering staff refused the Marconi offer, backed
Pagel2

the new corporation, and appointed
Alexanderson its chief engineer in
1919.
Other Alexanderson radio developments include the magnetic amplifier, the electronic amplifier, the
multiple tuned antenna, the antistatic receiving antenna, and the
directional transmitting antenna. He
has also devised radio altimeters. His
studies in the polarization of radio
waves made possible effective radio
direction finders.
From 1919 to 1924 Dr. Alexanderson divided his time between General Electric and the Radio Corporation of America, maintaining his
residence and laboratory in Schenectady but personally superintending
construction of powerful radio stations in Sweden, Poland, England,
Hawaii, California, and Long Island.
At the opening of a trans-Atlantic
station at Grimeton, Sweden, Dr.
Alexanderson received the Order of
the North Star from the hands of
King Gustav V.
In the next few years Dr. Alexanderson did pioneer work in television and radio facsimile transmission. Using a perforated scanning
disc and high frequency neon lamps,
he staged in Schenectady the first
home and theater television demonstrations. The home reception took
place in 1927 in his home. The first
theater demonstration took place on
May 22, 1930, in Proctor's Theater,
Schenectady. The theater orchestra
was led by the image of a conductor
on a seven-foot screen, although he
was miles away in the laboratory.
Dr. Alexanderson's experiments
with picture transmission from San
Francisco to Schenectady at this
time forecast regular radio facsimile
transmission. On June 5, 1924 he
sent the first trans-Atlantic facsimile.
It was a hand written greeting to his
father. In 1931 he obtained a patent
disclosing the principle of frequency
modulation as applied to transmisThe Rose Technic

sion of pictures. In 1932, with the
separation of the General Electric
Company and the Radio Corporation
of America, Dr. Alexanderson returned to General Electric.
In addition to his radio achievements he has produced an ever
lengthening list of inventions. He
holds (to May, 1940) 270 patents
obtained over a period of 35 years
—a new patent every seven weeks!
These patents in part cover the following fields: Radio, power and control, facsimile transmission, single
phase motors, vacuum tubes, phaseconverter systems, direct current
series motor braking, induction motors, rectifiers, frequency changers,
guiding systems for aircraft, and
automatic steering of air and water
craft.
Dr. Alexanderson was married in
1909 to Miss Edith B. Lewin of Rome,
N. Y. She died in 1912. He married
Miss Gertrude Robart in 1914. They
are the parents of four children:
Amelie, now Mrs. John Wallace of
New York; Edith, now Mrs. James
Burnham of Schenectady; Gertrude
and Verner.
Yachting, an interest inherited
from his grandfather, is his most important hobby. Dr. Alexanderson is
the father of yachting on Lake
George in upstate New York. Until
he launched his Swedish-built boat
"Nordic", a type used by North Sea
pilots, sailing was believed impossible on Lake George. The resort now
has a yacht club with races every
week-end throughout the summer.
Besides his "Nordic" Dr. Alexanderson also owns a star class boat in
which his children have won races
on the lake.
In 1934 Dr. Alexanderson was
elected to the Royal Academy of
Science of Sweden, the body which
bestows the Nobel prizes in science.
Besides the Swedish Order of the
North Star he has received the
Medal of Honor of the Institute of
Radio Engineers (1919), Knighthood
of the Polish Order of PoIonia Restituta (1924), and the John Ericcson
medal for outstanding contributions
to the field of radio engineering
(1928). He is a member and past
president of the Institute of Radio
October, 1940
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HENRY C. GRAY

sexes, so why take four years out
that might be very valuable in learning to adjust?
Well, I have at least three real
dates a month, and there are plenty
of girls around town all the time to
have them with. Do you think I'm
completely out of touch with the opBull Session
posite sex? Even with my limited
experience with women I'll probBull Session, an embryonic idea this
spring, is in this issue born. The conably be able to settle down some day
tributing editor induced Miss Jeannette
quite comfortably and normally.
Jones to take the part of the coeducational
school. Miss Jones is fully qualified to
Two or three dates a month! On a
perform this task, as she is a junior at
campus you can certainly have
co-ed
Oberlin College, the oldest coeducational
college in the world. She is a member of
those, plus practically innumerable
the staff of the Oberlin Picolymp (short for
coke dates, study dates, not to menPictorial Olympian), an independent photographic publication. (Nice rag, too.—Ed.)
tion football and basketball games,
Bull Session, an informal editorial page,
all very easy on the pocketbook bewill be, if it receives student support, a
regular fecrture of the Technic. Contribucause of student activity tickets.
tions gratefully accepted. Remember, stuBeing a woman, you probably
dents, there's an honor point for each
article published, and you may spend a
wouldn't understand, but fifteen and
pleasant evening with a date or roomtwenty cents per night per coke date
mate writing one for this page. Pick a
topic and start now!
(plus cigarettes) not only cut into
the federal reserve but also into the
It's a non-coeducational school for study hours. Remember, I go to an
me. When would I find time to study engineering school with 144 hours
with the landscape all cluttered up required for graduation, as comwith women?
pared to your mere 124 at lib school.
Probably you do have more time to Then, too, women are not everystudy, but really there's more to thing in life, though they are tricky
college than study. All your life you little gadgets to have around. There
will have to live with people of both are plenty of things we can do alone

Engineers, and a fellow of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
He has honorary degrees of Doctor
of Science from Union College,
Schenectady (1926), and of Doctor
of Philosophy from the Royal University of Uppsala, Sweden (1938).
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—C.A.A., rifle club, publications,
and of course, Greek-letter associations.
At a larger school, though, (which
a co-ed school usually is) the number of extra-curriculars is much
greater. Concerts, lectures by nationally known figures, and organizations that get away from petty
campus politics, all these, of course,
take time away from studying—I
guess you win on that point; we're
just a bunch of social butterflies, and
the work fits in where it can. Anyway, we have fun.

close personal interest between student and prof. Then, too, the profs
and doctors do more of the actual
teaching in a small school, while at a
larger college instructors do the job.
You're right; there isn't much
personal contact between student
and professor in a lecture class of a
hundred or more, and for that very
reason we have instituted a nice custom of Friday afternoon open house
at professors' homes, with lots of
food, cigarettes, open fireplaces, and
all that. Then, as you say, introductory courses are taught by lowly inThanx— A point is a point, and structors at the larger school, but
in return I shall have to agree that that is because the heads of departextra-curricular activity covers more ments concentrate on the students in
at the lib school. Now to get to the advanced courses, who are majoring
point of clothes. Sweaters and pants, in their subject. By the time one
yea and even coveralls may be worn reaches his junior and senior years,
with pride at the single sex schools— he is studying with men who are
and the girls at their institutions nationally, even internationally
may at times miss a permanent and known in their respective fields. But
go native (might I say it should be I'll grant you that the great scholar
done more often at co-ed schools is not always the good professor, and
too.) Yet, at your school the boys that good teaching in basic subjects
must appear with full dress most of is more important than a big name
the time—at least, so is the habit at for a prof. Getting off the subject just
a little, a very bad thing to do in a
Michigan.
co-ed school is to take a course with
You're right about the custom at a man you're dating, and know more
large universities, but at medium- answers than he does. That's bad.
sized colleges such as mine sweaters
Very,—and what an essay. Then
and skirts are almost a uniform for
there
are rules! When I want to
girls, sweaters, shirts, and pants for
drink,
I can drink, with parents perboys. Of course these are expected
mission.
When I date, the curfew is
to be reasonably clean and neat,
set
by
the
girl's folks or her school,
and practically everyone runs a
not
mine.
Cars
are permitted (Dear
comb through his hair in the mornGod,
please
give
me a room mate
ing. If anyone wants to appear in a
with
one
next
year!)
; therefore cab
suit or nice looking dress, he or she
bills
are
fewer.
I
can
go to church
is not a social outcast. You can look
when
I
desire,
and
no required
like ladies and gentlemen without
chapel.
I
can—
being thrown into the drink.
I can always sneak in the fire
True, but I shall pass on without
escape—with the cooperation of an
comment the method of recognizing
obliging roommate, but I don't try
"He
a Rose man in Terre Haute.
it
too often. Remember we talked
travels in groups of three or more,
about
studying a little earlier? Well,
has fairly good clothes, but they althose
curfew
rules are to give a poor
ways need pressing and have a dirt
girl
a
chance
to do a little of it.
spot or two on them." Back to
Furthermore
I've
noticed that felknowledge, and that is what one goes
lows
and
girls
seem
to have enough
to school for (or is it to marry?) A
time
together,
in
spite
of rules, judgmen's school generally is smaller
ing
from
the
number
of
engagements.
than a co-ed school, and consequent(As
for
cars,
we
ride
bicycles; it's
This
also.
smaller
ly the classes are
healthier.)
more
means that each student has
Yes, and after engagement comes
individual instruction, and there is a
Page 14

marriage, and after marriage comes
a helluva lot a trouble when the guy
tries to get a job with the result of
going home and living off the folks.
Yet, we still send our daughter to a
co-ed school so she can find a man.
Well, it wouldn't do me any good
to let you win this argument—if you
can call it that. I couldn't go to Rose
even if I wanted to, and girl's schools
are just so many organdie-and-lace
afternoon teas. But anyway, I have
the last word, so there!!!

Lost—My Locker!
There are 281 students, or at least
281 people enrolled in school this
year. There are 261 steel lockers in
this, our Alma Mater. If our Freshman math does not fail us, 281 minus
261 means a shortage of some 20
lockers. A year ago 22 lockers were
removed from the M.E. Lab. If these
lockers are still available why can't
the school replace them in the M.E.
Lab. and give the junior and senior
M.E.'s the right to use them. This
would do two great works for the
school:
(1) Make the shortage of lockers
less acute.
(2) Give the junior M.E.'s a
reason for being in the M.E. Lab.
Another reason for the shortage of
lockers is the acquiring of more than
one of them by a single person. To
counteract this why could not some
sort of locker registration be worked
out? In this way the school also
would know how many years a man
has had a locker, and if the figure of
years is well over four it can be assumed that the student is no longer
in school, and the lock on the locker
can be removed.
The school does deserve a word of
praise, however, for the fact that it
furnishes the lockers without the
regular half-rock toll that is present
in most schools. Thanx!

Did You Know That?
It has been estimated that in muscular labors of man, dog, and horse,
only 17 to 33 per cent of combustion
energy of food appears as work accomplishment.
The Rose Technic

AROUND THE CAMPUS
with John T. Newlin, c., '43
Additions to the Faculty
Rose is fortunate to have three
new men on its teaching staff for
the new year. Each has had excellent experience in his field, and they
are the type of men who will enhance Rose's reputation in the engineering world.

Dr. George E. Hansche
Dr. George E. Hansche has come
to Rose to become instructor in physics. He received his doctor's degree
from Ohio State University this
summer after holding a graduate
asistantship in physics there for four
years. Dr. Hansche's home town is
Racine, Wisconsin. He graduated
from Ripon College at Ripon, Wisconsin in 1935. From there he went
to Ohio State University to resume

his studies, earning his master's degree there in 1936. Last year he was
a part time instructor in physics at
Bluffton College in Bluffton, Ohio.

'36, C., has come to Rose to replace
Lieutenant Hagan as assistant professor of military science and tactics.
This is in accordance with the army's
policy of replacing regular army
Irvin P. Hooper
officers engaged in R.O.T.C. work
Irvin P. Hooper, from Lynn, with capable reserve officers so that
Massachusetts, is the new instructor the regular army officers can be rein mechanical engineering. After leased for active duty in regular
graduating in 1938 from Tufts Col- army work. Lieutenant Hagan has
lege on a mechanical engineering been transferred to the Seventeenth
course, he spent one year in research Armored Battalion at Fort Benning,
work. Before coming to Rose Mr. Georgia.
Hooper was engaged in machine deLt. Bennett is a first lieutenant in
sign work. In 1939 he received a the engineer reserves on active duty.
commission as a reserve officer in After graduating from Rose in 1936
the Marine Corps. Sailing is his he worked for the Milwaukee Railfavorite recreation. He is twenty-six road on right of way maintenance at
years old and single.
Chicago, Terre Haute, and Savanna,
Illinois. He then went with the
Lieutenant Paul Bennett
C.C.C. at the headquarters of the
Lieutenant Paul Bennett, Rose, Indiana-Kentucky district in Fort
Benjamin Harrison. He was company officer in six different companies in the district, was a construction officer, and his last position
was a special investigator as which
he investigated all claims against the
C.C.C. which arose through auto
accidents, injuries, and other such
causes.
Farmersburg, Indiana is Lt. Bennett's home town. He is married and
makes his home at 2411 North Ninth
Street.

Faculty Members Speak

New men at Rose. Reading left to right: Lieutenant Paul Bennett, Dr. George E. Hansche, and
Mr. Irvin P. Hooper.
0e
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Herman A. Moench, assistant professor of electrical engineering, addressed the American Radio Relay
League at its Central Division Convention meeting held September 2829 at the Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis. His topic was "Class C Amplifier
Operation". The registrar of the
Radio League is N. B. Trusler, Rose.
'35.
Professor C. C. Knipmeyer, head
of the electrical engineering department, recently addressed a group of
engineers at a Missouri Convention
on the "Registration of Engineers".
Page
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Freshman Smoker
The incoming freshmen were duly
welcomed to R. P. I. on their first
night as Rose students at the annual
Freshman Smoker held Tuesday,
September 17, and sponsored by the
Blue Key fraternity. At this meeting
the freshman had a lively getacquainted session in which they became acquainted with one another
and also with the clubs and organizations on the campus.
Dr. Prentice gave a short welcoming message in which he introduced
the chairman of the evening's
smoker, John Combs, president of
Blue Key. The members of the faculty were introduced to their new
charges, and then the heads of the
various student organizations introduced their clubs to the freshmen in
talks which presented the advantages and disadvantages of the organizations from the freshman viewpoint.
Coach Phil Brown presented the
athletic side of life at Rose. He mentioned the football games which are
ahead and particularily stressed the
homecoming game with Earlham.
Athletically inclined freshmen were
urged to try out for football, since at
Rose freshmen may play on varsity
teams.
Possibly the most entertaining
part of the evening was the games
which were played. One of the games
was an indoor golf game. The equipment required for the game was a
wooden box, two broom sticks, a golf
ball, and two freshmen to play the
game. The game seemed to be a
cross between ice hockey and golf
played on a somewhat smaller
course. The refreshments for the
evening were that unbeatable combination, ice cream and cake. Needless to say, none was wasted.

Sophomores Victors in
Annual Battles

referee, Phil Brown, proclaimed the
winners to be— the SOPHOMORES!
So the freshmen will continue to respect their ten commandments and
the dictates of the Class of '43.
To the spectators who saw the bedraggled competitors limping away
from the scene of the battle no apparent victor could be seen, for when
the fray was settled, there was not
a dry participant visible.
In the wrestling division the
sophomores were winners 2-1. The
light weight match was captured by
the sophomores, the middle weight
by the freshmen, and the heavyweight by the sophomores in a close
battle between Bob Wright, '43, and
Bob Calvert, '44.
In the tub races the smaller
fellows had an opportunity to shine.
In the first of the three races
Lowdermilk of the sophomores
paddled merrily across to a victory,
but the freshmen soon found their
water wings and proceeded to take
the next two races with little difficulty.
So the score was tied when the
main event came up—the famous
tug-of-war across Deming Lake. The
sophomores managed to outpull the
freshmen and proceeded to drag
them through the lake, but the
freshmen decided it was time for
a few sophomores to try the water
and a free-for-all followed which resulted in all combatants being
thrown, pulled, pushed, or dragged
into the muddy waters of the historic
lake. Most of the participants were
covered from head to toe with the
black, stagnant mud which is characteristic of the lake. However, the
score said the sophomores had won,
and there was no doubt in the minds
of the sophomores, at least, that the
freshmen would continue to stay in
their place.

Homecoming Celebration
Planned

occaa,on, and all indications point to
a larger reunion than ever before.
Highlights of the two-day program
include a huge parade and pep
session Friday night, the latter to be
held on the campus around a massive (we hope) bonfire which the
freshmen have obligingly consented
to build. The game with Earlham
the following day should be one
packed with thrills from the opening kick-off to the final gun. The
"Fighting Engineers" will be out to
avenge a 14-13 defeat suffered last
year at Earlham. A dance in the
gayly decorated gymnasium Saturday night will climax the hectic
weekend program.

Camera Club
The Rose Camera Club at its first
meeting of the new term decided to
undertake an entirely new system.
Instead of charging dues for membership and then furnishing free developer and chemicals to the members, there will be no dues this year,
and students using the darkrooms
will furnish their own materials. It
is thought that this system will lead
to a more fair distribution of expenses and smoother functioning of
the club. The only expense connected with use of the darkrooms
now will be a fifty cent deposit to
obtain a key.
As in the past complete mechanical equipment is available in the
two well-provided darkrooms. This
includes an excellent enlarger, a film
dryer, film tanks, printer, print
dryer, trays, paper cutter, and other
articles found in a complete darkroom. A second enlarger was purchased because the present enlarger
was in use so much of the time.
New students at Rose are urged
to take advantage of the opportunity
of using the darkrooms at Rose.

Memories of a Midnight Melee

"Once upon a midnight dreary, while
I pondred, weak and weary,
The traditional freshman-sophomany a quaint and curious
Over
Plans for the annual homecoming
more battle was held Thursday,
of forgotten lore-volume
September 26, at eleven o'clock, in, celebration are well under way, and
nearly napping,
nodded,
I
While
across, around, and through Deming the weekend of the twenty-sixth
came a tapping,
there
suddenly
Lake and its distinctive mud. With promises to be one long remembered
rapping, rapgently
one
some
the dust settled, the mud wiped off, in the history of the Institute. All As of
door."
chamber
my
at
ping
and the participants separated, the alumni are urged not to miss this
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But on the night of September 24 A. S. M. E.
the freshmen found no gentle raven
The "Central Inknocking at their door; they found
diana" section of the
a crowd of playful sophomores
American Society of
pounding out an invitation for a midMechanical Enginight swim in good old Deming Lake.
neers met at Rose
The freshman response was gratifyPolytechnic Institute
ing, to say the least. With hardly a
on Oct. 4.
murmur of protest the shivering
A trip through the new federal
neophites were led, one by one,
prison was scheduled for the afterdown the grassy slope to the water's
noon. Special passes were granted
edge, where they were kindly aswhich allowed them to inspect the
sisted by willing hands into a midpower plant as well as other points
night plunge which cannot be fully
of interest which ordinarily are not
appreciated unless one has actually
open to visitors.
experienced the sensation. There
Folowing the trip a dinner was
now is quite a majority of the Class
served in the Rose dormitory. Mr.
of '44 which can fully appreciate the
Hugh B. Lee of the Maumee
sensation.
Collieries Company of Terre Haute
was the after-dinner speaker. He
A. I. E. E.
discussed strip mining and its many
At the first meet- aspects.
A meeting of the Rose Branch was
ing of the Rose stuheld
Wednesday, Sept. 25, at which
dent chapter of the
time
program possibilities for the
American Institute of
Electrical Engineers coming year were discussed. It was
the president, H. R. decided to vary the programs by
Buell, welcomed the new sophomore showing educational films; schedulmembers, and plans were made con- ing speakers experienced in engicerning the Great Lakes District neering; and by conducting a semimeeting to be held at Armour Tech competition among the members to
in Chicago, October 19. Some stu- appoint the representative from Rose
dent papers will probably be sent, to speak at the Midwest Division of
and possibly some of the Rose the society held next spring in DeElectricals will be able to make the troit.
Professor Wischmeyer spoke on
trip.
the proposed activities of the student
branch and outlined the advantages
A.S.C. E.
of membership in the A.S.M.E.
The first meeting of
Applications for membership into
AMERICAN
the
new semester was
SOCIETY OF
CIVIL
held Monday, SepENGINEERS
tember
30. At that
FOUNDED
1852
time plans were made
for attending a conference of Student Chapter representatives to be held at Cincinnati
in conjunction with the 1940 Fall
meeting of the American Society of
Civil Engineers, October 16-18, 1940.
A large delegation of Rose Civils
is expected to attend the meeting
since the program mailed to King
Chalfant, secretary of the Rose chapter, stated: "9:00 P. M. Informal
Dance at Campus YMCA (Girls for
all visitors to dance with arranged
through University of Cincinnati
Social Board and Dean of Woman)."
Senior officers

the society were made by sixteen
new members, this making a total
registration of 100% of the Junior
and Senior mechanicals.

Cadet Officer Appointments Announced
The military department has announced the following appointments
and promotions in the Rose Engineer
Battalion:
Acting Cadet Second Lieutenant—
James Arnold Jones.
Cadet Second Lieutenant—John
G. Appel, John E. Bartmess, Harry
R. Buell, John L. Combs, Joseph W.
Dreher, William M. Hales Jr.,
George C. Harper, Charles A. Howlett, Quentin R. Jeffries, Edward J.
Klecka, Robert D. Phelps, John R.
Roberts, William D. Schwab, George
R. Schull, James E. Shake, John E.
Tracy, Fred Wehle.
Cadet Sergeants—H ar old E.
Bowsher, James R. Brown, Ray K.
Chalfant Jr., Marion B. Foley,
Wiliam M. Hochstetler, Jack K.
Kennedy, Donald D. Logsdon, Frederick Nahm, Leon L. O'Dell, Clay
W. Riley, Clifford E. Roberts, Benjamin K. Sollars, Eldon M. Sutphin,
Arlie M. Ullrich.

Did You Know That?
Steel, the lowest priced of all
metals, is also cheaper, pound for
pound, than many kinds of woods.
A representative davenport contains 15 pounds of steel springs.

takes over command of Rose battalion.
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Pigskin Parade
The football season got into full
swing at Rose on Sept. 9, two weeks
before the opening game with
Wabash, when 33 men reported for
practice to Coach Phil Brown. The
candidates reported from distant
places as far east as New York and
from as far west as California. As
the opening day of school approached, the number of candidates
reporting almost reached the forty
mark. Coach Brown, not accustomed
to such turnouts, was on the verge
of fainting at the plentiful showing.
In the past it has been difficult to
muster a dozen or so footballers for
practice until classes actually got
underway. There were two daily
practice sessions devoted to fundamentals and plays.
Because of the loss of six veteran
linemen last year by graduation,
Coach Brown's big job is to fill the
vacant posts with capable men. Most
of the talent from which the Coach
will make his choices is concentrated
in the freshman class.
The returning letter men to the
line are Don Sweeney, sophomore
end, Carl Miller, sophomore center,
Ray Hogan and John Combs, senior
tackles. Veterans returning to the
backfield are Captain George Harper,
Al Klatte, Harold Bowsher, Earl
Michaels, and Jim Brown.
The guard positions, which lost
two of the best in Rose history,
namely Nick Smilanic and Norm
Eder, are the two most important
positions which have to be filled.
For this task Coach Brown has about
10 potential guards from whom to
make his choice. Among the upperclassmen Martin Cavanaugh and
Jack Warrick are the leading candidates for the posts. Marty, who
weighs 200 pounds, saw some service
last year. Warrick, who is mighty
fast on his feet, did not play frosh
ball last year. These two men, however, will receive plenty of competition from the incoming freshman.
Joe Van Meter, formerly of Broad
Ripple High, Dubeck, All-State, AllValley guard from Marshall, and
Morris from Princeton, Ind. are
leading freshman candidates.
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Promising freshman reserve material for the tackle spots are George
Cornelius, a 200-pounder from Broad
Ripple High who made All-City last
year and Charlie Van Meter, also
from Broad Ripple and brother of
Joe. Sleepy Nahm, who has had
some experience from last year,
is alternating between guard and
tackle.
Candidates for the wing positions
in addition to Sweeney are Joe
O'Connell, Bill Rumbley, a 215pounder from Fresno, Calif., Dick
Holthaus, and Hoppenrath.
The name of Mitchell again will
see service in the center position.
Robert, brother of Max who graduated last year after playing center
for four years, will be centering the
ball along with Miller.
The backfield posts are pretty well
fixed since only one man has been
lost from last years aggregation. The
freshmen who are proving to be
valuable reserve material are Joe
Walters, former Oblong High star,
and Mark Downing. Roger Howle,
George Mitchell and Charlie Muerer
all upperclassmen, will probably see
plenty of service this year.
For once in a long time Rose will
have plenty of good reserve material
this year which should prove to pay
large dividends.

Rose 9

Wabash 7

On Saturday, September 21, under
a boiling hot sun which accounted
for a temperature of 85 degrees, the
Rose Poly Fighting Engineers defeated the Little Giants of Wabash
for the first time in 23 years. Rose
and Wabash have been traditional
rivals since 1892 during which time
Wabash has won eighteen times
against four wins for Rose. Three
games have ended in ties, including
last years scoreless tie. The game
was a bit ragged with many fumbles
being made.
The Fighting Engineers scored
early in the first quarter when a
Wabash fumble rolled out of the end
zone to score a safety and put Rose
ahead 2 to O. Harper received the
opening kick-off and ran it back to
the 50 yard stripe. On the third down

Harper punted for Rose to the
Wabash 21. Wabash fumbled on second down, and the Engineers
scored a safety. In the same
quarter, after an exchange of punts
and two more fumbles, Harper
punted for Rose to the enemy's 30.
Wabash scored immediately after
this punt when Gray, Wabash right
half, slashed off the Rose right tackle
for a 70 yard dash to the goal line.
Fischer converted for the extra
point. Wabash was in front 7 to 2.
The second quarter opened with
Wabash in possession of the ball in
midfield. An exchange of punts was
followed by a pass, Pack to Kelly,
Wabash end, which netted 20 yards.
After a punting duel between Harper
and Sabo of Wabash, Rose recovered
a fumble on the Scarlet's 40. After
two incomplete passes Sweeney
caught a third one for no gain. An
exchange of punts followed with
Michaels running back a Wabash
punt to his own 30.
In the third quarter Wabash penetrated into Rose territory and scored
a touchdown, but because of an offside penalty, the score was not allowed. The play which set the stage
for the Engineers winning touchdown occurred in the final minutes
of the game on the Wabash seven
yard stripe when Red Sweeney, Rose
left wing, recovered an untouched
pass from the Wabash center. After
two line plays had failed to net any
yardage Michaels rifled a pass to
Charlie Meurer in the end zone for
the touchdown. Harper made a perfect conversion for the extra point,
and Rose was ahead 9 to 7.

Indiana Conference Leaders
At this writing the "Fighting
Engineers" share the conference lead
by virtue of their victory over
Wabash. There remain four more
conference games before Rose may
lay claim to a portion of the championship, but with the defeat of the
Little Giants hopes soared to new
heights. This makes the third successive year that the Engineers have
had designs upon the conference
crown; may the third time be the
charmed one!
The Rose Technic

RESEARCH A\D DEVELOPME\T
edited by Alan W. Ker, m.,'43
Butane As A Motor Fuel

ings, and crankshaft to withstand the
higher pressures created.
3. An extremely cold intake
manifolding to increase volumetric
efficiency.
4. An ignition system that will
operate under the higher pressures
created and give 100,000 miles of
uninterrupted service.

In 1928 the engineers of the Richfield Oil Company decided to harness
some of the tremendous quantities
of butanes and propanes that were
being blown or torched to the air.
Early in 1933 the Halzapfel Instrument Company along with a few
other companies entered the field of
manufacturing and selling butane
instruments. During the next two Smallest Metal Tubing
years major oil companies and truck
A nickel tube—acknowledged to
and tractor operators became inter- be the smallest ever produced—was
ested in the possibilities of using bu- drawn by the Superior Tube Comtane as a motor fuel. At the Cajalco pany of Norristown, Pa. It has an
Dam thirty butane operated trucks outside diameter of less than .0019
were used to move seven an one-half of an inch, a wall thickness of .00075
million cubic yards of dirt. One and of an inch, and an inside diameter of
one-quarter million liquid gallons of .0004 of an inch. The tube was rebutane were consumed with a fuel duced by thirty passes or drawings
cost saving of $60,000.
from a tube with an original outside
The remarkable growth of the bu- diameter of seven-eighths of an inch.
tane industry may be attributed to
This nickel tube is so minute
the use of butane in thousands of that one pound would reach eighttrucks, buses, and tractors on the een miles and twenty-seven tubes
Pacific coast. In 1928 less than one- stacked one upon another would be
half million liquid gallons of butane the thickness of a dime. The tube is
were consumed in industrial opera- dwarfed by a mosquito's stinger
tions while during 1939 the figure which measures about .0031 of an
reached 128 million gallons for the inch, or more than one and one half
same use.
times the diameter of the tube.
The future of butane in the transportation field depends directly upon engine designers and manufacturers. During the past twelve
years butane has been burned in
engines originally designed for wet
fuel converted for dry gas. The performance of butane in these engines
was very good; however, it can not
possibly approach the performance
that would be attained in correctly
designed engines.
The butane engine of the future
will have the following characteristics:
1. A compression ratio between
8 and 10 to 1 in order to utilizze
Cut Courtesy INCO
The head of the mosquito and the small
fully the 100 to 110 octane rating of
nickel tube, both magnified about 25 times.
butane.
The outside diameter of the metal tube is
2. Heavier connecting rods, bear- 19/10,000, and of the mosquito's stinger at its
widest point is 31/10,000.
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In a recent display, gas under a
pressure of 50 pounds was forced
through the tube to prove it was
hollow.

Varible Sun Glasses
Polaroid variable day glasses
which permit the wearer to control
the brightness of the view have been
developed by the Polaroid Corporation. Instead of one lens before the
eye, the new glasses have two. The
front two lenses are stationary in
the frame while the rear two lenses
may be rotated by a simple adjustment of a button on the nose piece.
A rotation of the rear lenses determines the angles between the two
polarized materials and thereby regulates the amount of light transmitted through the glasses to the
eye. The range of adjustment of
these glasses allows the greatest
comfort to an individual during any
type day or condition.

The Cyclotron
Eleven years ago Professor Ernest
Lawrence read the report of a
physicist's studies on the speeding
up effect on electrified particles
jumping between two long vacuum
tubes. Lawrence conceived the idea
of using a circular vacuum chamber
with two shallow half-round copper
boxes as electrodes and a tungsten
electrode to strip the atoms of their
electrons. An oscillating electric current shifting from one box to the
other gave the electrically charged
particles a series of pushes while a
strong electro-magnet placed at right
angles to the chamber and straddling
it kept the particles traveling around
and around in a spiral.
The 220 ton cyclotron in use at
the University of California holds
charged particles of heavy hydrogen,
known as deuterons, for about 100
revolutions in an ever widening
spiral. A target, two inches square,
of sodium or phosphorus or some
Page
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In the past year, uranium 235, an
isotope, was split into lighter elements with the release of immense
energies. The problem is to bring
about what is called "chain reaction"
which is the control of split neutrons
so as to have them smash other
atoms with a ceaseless and increasing flow of heat resulting.

Pneumatic Sanding Drum

The cyclotron viewed from the power supply house on the balcony (See other illustration). Nearer cylinder is a vacuum chamber down which particles finally speed.

other element is placed at the exit
of the circular vacuum chamber. The
speeding deutrons, traveling about
18,000 miles a second, hit the target at a rate of two quadrillion
(2,000,000,000,000,000) times per
second. The terrific impact smashes
the atoms and allows them to recombine.
In tests made on the 220 ton
machine, sodium with an atomic
number of 11 became magnesium,
12; aluminum, 13, became phosphorus, 15; and nitrogen, 7, became
boron, 5. These tests showed that
any element could be changed into
five different substances. They also
showed that all the lighter elements,
at least, developed the curious
power of throwing off rays which
only radium and its immediate family do in nature.
Already, twenty departments of
the University of California are demanding these radioactive products
of the cyclotron for study. Biologists
are using them for the study of plant
growth and metabolism. In insect
research, sodium is traced through
the pests. In industry, radioactive
hydrogen is for perfecting petroleum
refining and radioactive salt can be
used instead of radium for finding
defects in battleship armor. In the
medical profession, doctors have
found that the neutrons given off by
beryllium when under bombardment
produce a healing ray similar to
x-rays and the gamma rays of
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radium. These rays are believed by
some doctors to be the most powerful weapons against cancer known.
Professor Lawrence's new cyclotron is to be used to unfold the
secrets of atomic power and transmutation. It will be twenty times as
large as the present 220 ton machine
and will cost $1,4000,000.
The present question is—will industry eventually be able to harness
atomic power? There are two ways
of producing energy from atoms:
fission, splitting of an atom, and annihilation, destruction of an atom.

The Mall Tool Company has designed a sanding drum which uses
an inflated inner tube to hold the
abrasive band. The drum is easily
attached to bench grinders, flexible
shaft machines, and aerial grinders.
The drum is lightweight cast
aluminum which is an important
feature for portable grinders. A
special flat rubber tube is mounted
on the outside face of the drum.
The fabric band and belt of abrasive
material are slipped over the deflated tube into the proper position.
The tube is inflated by a few strokes
of a hand pump and the abrasive
is held firmly in place.
The Mall Pneumatic Sanding
Drum can be fitted with several
grades of abrasive belts, from very
course to very fine. The cushioning
effect of the inner tube prevents excessive wear of the belts and at
the same time produces smoother
finishes.

Cuts Courtesy Scientific American
The 220-ton cyclotron at the University of California. The big chunky rectangle, with
vertical pole-pieces in its middle, is the huge magnet. Between these pole-pieces is the
main, "businss" part of th apparatus, the circular vacuum chamber containing two electrodes, also the space where projectile particles are speeded up. Power source is on the
balcony.
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Rustproof Nail With
High Holding Power
A new rustproof nail has been developed by the Independent Nail and
Packing Company of Bridgewater,
Mass. that has a higher holding
power than other conventional
fastenings. In a recent test made for
naval architects, the new "Anchorfast" nail had a holding power of
840 pounds in steamed oak. In duplicate pieces of oak, a wood-screw
had 816 pounds; a galvanized wire
nail, unclinched, had 552 pounds; a
galvanized cut nail, unclinched, 510
pounds; a copper nail, riveted, 708
pounds; and a galvanized wire nail,
clinched, 642 pounds.
The "Anchorfast" nail is made of
Monel metal. It derives its holding
power from a series of sharp annular grooves rolled on in manufacturing operations. These grooves
are set at such an angle as to allow
the nail to be driven without disrupting the wood fibers even without
a pilot hole.

Areomold Trainer
A wood plastic airplane—known
as the Timm trainer was recntly
placed in production at the Timm
Aircraft Corporation. This airplane

Cuts Courtesy Scientific American
Non-magnetic coatings on steel are accurately measured with this set-up.

passed all of the rigorous flight tests
powered with a Kinner 160 horsepower engine. Top speed is rated as
140 miles per hour, cruising speed
129 miles per hour, and landing
speed with trailing edge flaps about
42 miles per hour.
At first glance the Timm trainer
has the general appearance of a conventional airplane, but a close inspection does not disclose rivets to
marr its sleek covering. The interior
structure of the fuselage is similar
to that found in any plywood skinstress airplane. The covering material, however, is made of spruce
strips bonded into a homogeneous
structure by a special phenolic resin
plastic.

Unlike most plastics, phenolic
resin does not require a tremendous
pressure or heat for forming. Instead the parts are placed in presses
with molds of the exact contour desired and held for a reasonable
length of time. They are then placed
in a large oven at moderate heat.
This baking process completes the
impregnation of the spruce by the
plastic and forms a homogeneous
unit. This unique process, claimed
by the Timm Aircraft Corporation to
produce better airplanes at a cheaper cost, has been given the title
"Aeromold."

Measurement of NonMagnetic Coatings
An electric thickness gage for
measuring non-magnetic coatings on
steel from 0 to 0.0007 of an inch thick
has been designed by General Electric engineers. This gage can measure
coatings of lacquer only 0.0001 of an
inch thick that are used by the canning industry on thin sheet iron
cans. It will also measure the thickness of thin paper used in the manufacture of capacitors and even the
thickness of thin electroplatings. A
tin plating of only 0.0001 of an inch
on ordinary flat sheet can be measured within a twenty-five percent
accuracy. Heavier coatings afford
more accurate readings.

Timm trainer, new plastic plane in flight.
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Cut Courtesy Aviation

The gage employs a magnetic flux
return to obtain readings. The return
is through a magnetic material
placed below the substance to be
measured.
Page
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GRADE A GRADS
edited by Gene F. McConnell, m.,'42
Comm. of Illinois, the American
Railway Engineers Assn., the Amerof Civil Engineers (diyou this month one of the earlier ican Society
, and the Western
graduates of the Institute and one of rector 1923-25)
attests to his
Engineers
of
Society
whom she is so rightfully proud—
professional societies.
the
in
interest
Theodore L. Condron.
of the latter
He was born April 16, 1866, in He was vice-president
was
awarded the
and
1899
in
group
Washington, D. C. and was educated
society in
by
this
Medal
Chanute
in private and public schools of that
1905.
city. Listening to pedagogical outInterest in other things outside
bursts did not occupy the whole of
his impressionistic years, however, his profession has not been relegated
as he went to work in September, to obscurity, however, as Mr. Con1879, and was continuously employed dron is a member of the Union
to September, 1886. By this time Mr. League, Engineers', and Chicago
Condron had definitely decided upon clubs.
On June 9, 1896, he married Grace
an engineering career and entered
He
Layman of Terre Haute, and they
Rose in October of that year.
received a B.S. degree in civil engi- have three children: George Tolman,
neering as a member of the class of Arnold Layman, and Helen Condron
1890, but that was only the begin- (Mrs. Charles E. McGuire).
ning. To this was added an M.S. deHis hobby along engineering lines
gree in '94 and a C.E. degree in '18.
is "everything structural" and on the
Mr. Condron rose rapidly in his other side of the ledger, motoring.
chosen field until in 1901 he became Mr. Condron believes that a young
a private consultant in bridge and man should study engineering "if he
structural engineering. In the period is so inclined and feels that he has
of time from 1890 to 1901 he was, in engineering sense." As regards sucthe order named: assistant engineer cess—"Education is important, but
of reconstruction of the Burlington determination to work for success is
bridge over the Mississippi River even more important."
for the C. B. & Q. R. R.; draftsman
and computer; an instructor in the
engineering department of Washington U. in St. Louis; and resident engineer and manager of the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory in Chicago.
The firm of Condron and Post,
organized in 1924, designs railroad
and highway bridges, factories, and
warehouse buildings, their customers
having included the following: M. &
C. R. R., M. K. & T. R. R., C. &
E. I. R. R., Ford Motor Co., Sears,
Roebuck and Co., General Electric
Co., Wagner Electric Corpn., Goodrich Tire & Rubber Co., and the
Western Electric Co.
Mr. Condron's membership in the
American Society for Testing MaTHEODORE L. CONDRON
Class of '90
terials, the Structural Engineers'

Theodore L. Condron
it is our desire to biographize for
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New Vaccine
From an article appearing in the
May 13 edition of Time magazine it
would seem as if a Rose man has
been highly successful in still another field of endeavor—bacteriology. Charles Chester Stock and
Thomas Francis, Jr., of New York
University have collaborated on succussful experimentation in making
influenza vaccine from virus and
soap solution.
By mincing the virus-choked lungs
of mice which were infected with flu,
they made a brew which killed
healthy mice even if diluted a million
times. But upon mixing a suspension
of virus with equal amounts of handsoap of a fatty acid solution, letting
it stand for 90 minutes, and injecting some into scores of normal mice,
none of them came down with the
flu. Once vaccinated, the mice were
in no manner affected by huge doses
of straight virus.
Mr. Stock, who received his Ph.D.
degree from John Hopkins in '37,
was graduated from Rose in '32 with
a B.S. degree in Ch.E. and was the
Heminway Medal man of his class.

Editor's Note:
The four months' period which has
elapsed between the last and the
present issues of the "Technic" has
automatica//y "dated" some of the
alumni news. On the other hand, if
there is beauty in wisdom and wisdom in age, perhaps some beauty can
be found in age.

Newly Knit
Miss Mae Elizabeth Hunt became
the wife of Mr. Edwin H. Wolff on
May 15 in a beautiful wedding in the
First Christian Church at Louisville,
Ky. Mr. Wolff is a consulting engineer, having been graduated from
Rose in 1923. They will reside in
Miami Beach, Florida.
The Rose Technic

IT'S MIGHTY' LIKE A TREE

'Though it spreads acrossthe entire nation,
the Bell Telephone System is simple in
structure. You can think of it as a tree.
BRANCEIES
The 24 associated operating companies
...which provide telephone service in
their respective territories.
TRUNK
The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company ... which coordinates system
activities, advises on telephone operation
and searches for improved methods.
ROOTS
Bell Telephone Laboratories ...whose
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functions are scientific research and
development; Western Electric...manufacturer and distributor for the system;
Long Lines Department of A.T.&T....
which interconnects the operating companies and handles Long Distance and
overseas telephone service.
*

*

*

With common policies and ideals, these
Bell System companies work as one
to give you the finest,
friendliest telephone
service...at lowest cost.
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Les Enfants
John F. Richardson, electrical engineer, Cleveland Illuminating Co.,
is the proud father of a daughter,
Nancy Louise, born May 26.

The Grads Advance
Frederick F. Hildreth,
who retired some years
ago from his position with
the Penna. R. R. at Indianapolis,
now lives at 262 Eighth Ave., Sea
Cliff, L. I., New York.
William H. Insley has retired from his position as
president and general
manager of the Insley Manufacturing Company in Indianapolis.
J. Stuart Sharp, who has
been lost for some time,
is reported by William S.
Mr. Sharp is with the
'05.
Hanley,
Dept. and lives
Highway
Mississippi
at Jackson.
Arthur W. Worthington
has been elevated to the
presidency of the Pittsburgh Limestone Corporation, a
subsidiary of the United States Steel
Corporation. He was formerly vicepresident and general manager.
Dom P. Savant, Dean
of Engineering at the
Georgia School of Technology, is a new member of the
S. P. E. E. Council for the coming
year.
Edwin H. Wolff has
moved to Miami Beach,
Z3 Florida, where he is chief
engineer for the Southern Air Conditioning Corpn.
John A. Fairhurst is inspector of engineering
/27 materials in the Office of
Inspection of Naval Materials at
Cincinnati.
William F. A. Hammerling, who
has been sales engineer with the
Savage Arms Corporation in Flint,
Michigan, has accepted managership
of the Fairbanks Morse and Company branch in Chicago.
Guy S. Mahan is principal
automotive technician at
the Quartermaster Transport School at Holabird Q. M. Depot
at Baltimore.
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George J. Mason has taken a position with the state highway commission of Indiana.
James F. Payne, with the American Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
has ben transferred to Cleveland.
Eldridge E. Allen, employed by the American
Can Co., Maywood, Ill.,
is working "in the research department.
Joseph J. Sperotto is with the
American Can Co. at Indianapolis.
Albert C. Ogan has been
employed for some time
with the Carnegie-Illinois
Steel Co. in Chicago.
Lowell L. Ray is in the engineering department of the General Electric Co. at Fort Wayne.
Joseph L. Hunter is serving in the regular army
at Ft. McIntosh, Texas.
Edgar Pound, formerly with the
state highway commission, is engineer inspector for the state WPA
at Indianapolis.
Thomas H. Batman has
resigned as publicity manager of the G. M. Basford
Co. in New York and has accepted
a position with the Wallace and
Tiernan Co. of Belleville, N. J. in
the advertising department.
John C. Dalrymple is assistant
electrical engineer in the Bureau of
Yards and Docks, Navy Dept.,
Washington, D. C.
William J. Fitzsimmons has a
position with the Sun Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Co. at Chester, Pa.
Harry L. McGurk, with
the International Harvester Co., has been transferred to Chicago.
, Richard K. Toner has accepted a
position as instructor in chemical
engineering at New York University.
E. Ewing Carrico, special
agent for the American
Insurance Co., has been
transferred to Lexington, Ky.
Ezekiel A. Hamilton, with Charles
H. Hurd, engineer, has been transferred to Lafayette, Ind.
Arthur W. Hess, employed by
N. P. Severin Co., is at the Fleet
Supply Base, Oakland, Calif.
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Albert L. James, who has a position with the Corn Products Refining Co., is now located at Edgewater,
N. J.
Francis H. Richardson has returned to the state highway commission at Indianapolis.
Norman E. Tucker is the purchasing agent for the industrial chemical
firm of Arthur S. LaPine and Company in Chicago.
Francis M. Blair has a
position with the Sunbeam Electric Co. at
Evansville, Ind.
Carroll R. Merriman, an assistant
in the engineering corps of the
Penna. R. R., has been assigned to
Logansport.
Lawrence G. Carroll, em/
ployed by the Illinois Bell
Telephone Co., has been
transferred to Springfield.
Clyde E. Cromwell, with the DeLaval Steam Turbine Co., is now
located at Trenton, N. J.
Richard E. Dennis has
accepted a position with
the du Pont Co. at Seaford, Delaware.
L. Max Eyermann, formerly a
graduate student and assistant in
chemical engineering at the University of Louisville, is employed in St.
Louis.
John R. Hayes, with the International Business Machines Co., is
now employed in Dallas, Texas.
John F. Weinbrecht has a position
with the Allison Engineering Co. at
Indianapolis.
Norman G. Wittenbrock has taken
a position with the du Pont Co. in
Chicago.
Victor K. Peterson is
junior engineer with the
Allison Enginering Co. of
Indianapolis.
William A. Reddie has received
his M.S. degree from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and has a fellowship
from Armour Institute to continue
his studies.
Robert W. Underwood has taken
a position with the B. F. Goodrich
Co. at Akron, Ohio.
Luther L. Yeager, with the
Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. at
Indiana Harbor, is doing graduate
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work at Armour Institute on a part- there's more there than you think
for; that thing done gone around
time basis.
Lloyd E. Krause, employ- once and is trying to go around
ed by the General Electric again.'"
Co., has been transferred
Indoor athletics hit a new high
to Schenectady. He has been select- when a large per cent of the students
ed for the Advanced Course in Engi- attended and participated in the first
neering, a post-graduate course giv- interclass indoor athletic contest on
en by the company to 40 picked men. February 21. A sixty-yard potato
race, shot put, fence vault, standing
Departed
broad jump, running high jump, pole
Harvey E. Rogers died at his home vault, and a quarter-mile potato race,
in Indianapolis on August 10. After comprised the list of events.
This issue announced the beginhis graduation from Rose in 1906, he
was an architect, builder, and real nings of one of our most beneficial
organizations around school.
estate appraiser.
The Rose Tech Y. M. C. A. has
Dr. Louis B. Hopkins, who died on
August 10, had been president of for some time been making preWabash College since 1926. He was liminary arrangements for the esgiven a Sc.D. degree at Rose in 1933. tablishment of an institution which
Antonio D. de Gouvea died July 1 promises to be of real value in the
at his coffee plantation in Brazil, Institute's work. The object in view
S. A. Mr. de Gouvea was graduated is the maintenance of a loan fund
from Rose in 1918 and since then for the assistance of worthy and
had been engaged in construction needy students in the completion
of their course.
engineering.
Mr. Arthur M. Hood, '93, adCuttings
dressed the student body on Feb.
The copy for this month's "Cut- 18 and 19 of that year on patent law
tings" was garnered from the March, and presented among other interest1901, issue of the Technic and a ing items, these:
noteworthy one it Was too. An au"A m,achine is an instrument
spicious beginning is afforded by the composed of one or
more mechanfollowing from the "Did you hear the ical
powers, and capable, when set
one about . . .?" page:
in motion, of producing by its own
Larson, '00, erecting engineer
operation certain predetermined
with the E. P. Allis Engine Co. of
physical effects.... The great numMilwaukee, Wis., visited the Inber of inventions produced by citistitute last month. His experiences
with some of the ignorant negro
firemen of the South are rather
IT PAYS
amusing. "I told one man to get
up all the pressure he could early
TO LOOK WELL
in the morning, and upbraided him
when upon arriving I found the
gauges near zero. 'Well, boss,
Terre Haute House
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Bresett Grocery Co., Inc.

F. R. Fishback, the athletic reporter, had the most pleasant task
of recording two basketball victories
over I. S. N. The scores were 16-13,
and 21-12. This comment was made
on the latter game:
The principal part of the evening's program was a contest between the factions of the different
schools as to who could do the principal part of the yelling. The Rose
men outplayed the Normalites at
all points of the game and won with
comparative ease.
How about ending on a musical
note? This song was introduced at
the above-mentioned ball games:
(Tune: Same Old Story)
Same
Same
Same
Same

old Poly played the game,
old Normal put to shame,
old ending—Normal blue—
old ending—nothing new.
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ENGINEERING PUBLIC
HEALTH
(Continued from Page 6)
dissolved oxygen from the juices before they are canned. Centrifugal
deaeration has been found to be the
most efficient method.
There have been various other developments in the science of food
engineering such as the discovery
of new non-poisonous insecticides
(organic types) and the use of detergents to remove unsanitary films
when dishes and bottles are washed,
but these devolpments are not of
sufficient importance as yet to war-

Its got to be good

/f it's

804.deri.jd.

Milk

Ice Cream

rant more than the briefest mention.
In the future, these may be as important as the other items discussed,
for the science of food engineering is
a new one, and the importance of
its newest discoveries is not yet fully
realized. It is only known that the
science is taking tremendous strides
toward the betterment of public
health and that chemical engineering is the profession responsible for
this progress.
The main divisions of this article,
air conditioning, chemotherapy, and
food engineering, are probably the
most important developments in the
field of chemical engineering affecting public health. It is not to be
thought, however, that these are the
only recent developments in the
field, for extensive research is also
being carried on in such fields as
sewage disposal, water purification,
dental engineering, and antiseptic
engineering.
The ultimate goal of all these investigations is the removal of disease
and suffering from the peoples of the
world. The present century will
probably never realize the attainment of this goal, but it is the developments of this century which
will influence the discoveries of the
next century, and we cannot shrink
from our duty to humanity. The
members of the present civilization
are infinitely better protected from
disease than were the members of
older civilizations, for the investigators of those past ages discovered
cures for diseases which we use today.
Some of the items mentioned in
this paper may not seem to be directly concerned with the promotion
of public health, but it must be re-
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membered that the actual health of
a nation is dependent upon more
than the direct contributions in that
field. If the only function of the
chemical engineer were to raise the
standard of living of the people, he
would have done much toward the
betterment of health conditions, for
the standard of living affects housing
conditions which are a prime factor
in health improvement.
The influence of the engineer in
health betterment is shown by the
tendency of both to rise and fall together. At the present time the
tendency is definitely toward an advancement of the engineering profession and a correlative improvement in health conditions. The predictions of Thomas Midgely, mentioned earlier in this paper, will
probably be realized in the next
century. Cancer, common colds, and
influenza will disappear, and teeth
will be preserved until death. Steps
have already been taken to attain
these goals.
The physician stands with hand
outstretched to the chemical engineer. The doctors have seen the
miracles of chemotherapy, its ability
to cure diseases which had always
before killed the patient; and they
are anxious to obtain more of these
vital chemicals.
The dietician, who faces the difficult task of furnishing a people foods
which they do not like, sees in the
development of the vitamin a surcease from much worry. No more
will beriberi thrive because the
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Oriental refuses to eat polished rice,
for the vitamin which will cure beriberi has been synthesized.
Many more examples of health
agencies which depend on the chemical engineer to furnish them with
the materials that they need in their
work could be cited. The chemical
engineer is developing and furnishing these products as rapidly as
possible, and he fervently hopes that
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Alpha Tau Omega

gage was burned, and consequently
this year the chapter has complete
Monday evening, ownership of its fraternity house.
September 23,GamA number of ATO's spent their
ma Gamma chap- summer in military camp as part of
ter of Alpha Tau the advanced training in ROTC.
Omega officially Charles Howlett, Joseph Dreher,
opened its 46th con- Robert Phelps, John Bartmess, John
secutive year on Combs, Jack Roberts, and Bill Hales
the Rose campus. The chapter is attended Fort Knox, Louisville, Ky.;
happy to announce the pledging at and Jack Appel and Quentin Jeffries
this first meeting of Arnold Jones of as Chemical Engineers attended
Terre Haute, a senior in the Mechan- Edgewood Aersnal in Maryland for
ical Engineering Department.
training in chemical warfare.
As a result of the summer vacaOne of the high lights in the history of the chapter was reached last tion two fair maidens are now wearJune when the final installment was ing the Maltese Cross of ATO. The
paid on the house mortgage. At a chapter enjoyed cigars thanks to the
very impressive ceremony at which kindness of Brothers Joseph Dreher
many alumni were present the mort- and Hulit Madinger.
The local chapter is very proud of
the scholarship record attained by
its members. Last semester ATO was
highest in fraternity cumulative
All Matters Relating to
averages.
This year again the fraternity has
a good showing in football. ATO has
Patents and
eight men on the squad, five of whom
returning lettermen from last
are
Trademarks
years squad. They are John Combs,

HOOD and HAHN

EVERY YOUNG MAN
NEEDS A
GOOD PHOTOGRAPH

tackle; Carl Miller, center; and
Harold Bowsher, Jim Brown, and
Earl Michaels, backfield.

Lambda Chi Alpha
The Rose Zeta
of Lambda Chi
Alpha has reopened the former
Theta Kappa Nu
house, located at
31 South Thirteenth Street and now has six members residing there. The local alumni
organization is actively assisting in
working out problems accompanying
the reopening of the house. Plans
are being made for a house warming
soon.
James Pate, who completed his
first two years of engineering work
at Eureka, has enrolled in Rose and
transferred his membership in Lambda Chi Alpha to the local Zeta.
At the meeting of September 23
William C. Soudriette was elected
house president and Robert Norris,
house secretary. During the summer
Leroy A. Wilson, a graduate of Rose
and of Zeta of Lambda Chi Alpha,
was in town and renewed several
old acquaintances.
The members of Lambda Chi
Alpha are proud of their new house
and will welcome any visitors who
care to call.
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Sigma Nu
Beta Upsilon
chapter of the Sigma Nu fraternity
experienced a high
degree of success
this year in opening the house. A
good year is anticipated in view of
the fact that seven men are now living in the house.
The opening meeting of the school
year was held Monday evening,
September 23. The active chapter
and pledges unanimously decided to
hold an open house, Saturday evening October 5. Plans were also
made to make this homecoming the
biggest and best in the history of
the chapter. All Sigma Nu alumni
are cordially invited to take part in
the coming festivities at the chapter
house.
All S ,--gma Nu's may well be proud
of the fact that there are two sophomore plffiges, Bob Mitchell and Jack
Warrick, on the football

The officers starting the fall term
are Harper, president; Klecka, vicepresident; Cook, treasurer; Bolton,
secretary; Vander Veer, house manager; and Weinhardt, assistant house
manager.
The first social event of the fall
was a hay ride held at the home of
Ross Pyle near Rockville. Chaperons
for the affair were Dr. and Mrs. O. S.
Knight, and Capt. F. A. Henny.
The chapter is pleased to announce
the pledging of Lyndon Eberly of
Indianapolis. Lyn is a sophomore in
the Mechanical Engineering Department.
Kappa is glad to welcome Bob
Young, of Indianapolis, and pledge
Joe Robinson of Brazil on their return to school after a year's absence.
This fall the chapter is represented
on the football squad by Klatte,

Theta Xi
With the return
of the largest number of members in
several years, and a
house filled to capacity, Kappa chapter of Theta Xi is
anticipating a better season than ever before. Many
new improvements have been made
on the house such as new showers,
new furniture, and numerous other
additions.
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Hogan, Nahm, Percopo, and Captain
Harper.
Klecka, Vander Veer, and Eberly
are senior, junior, and sophomore
managers, respectively.
At present plans are being made
for a Kappa reunion in connection
with Homecoming.
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SLY DROOLI\GS
edited by Ralph E. Brown, m., '43
The latest definition of a gigolo—
lemon squeezer.
A doctor had an urgent phone call
from a gentleman saying his small
son had swallowed his fountain pen.
"All right! I'll come at once," replied the doctor. "What are you doing in the meantime?"
Whereto came the unexpected
answer, "Using a pencil."
FIRE SIREN
Brunette: "What did you do when
you found that money burned a hole
in Joe's pocket?"
Blonde: "I spent it like water and
put the fire out."

In a certain western town a beautiful chorus girl sued a rich banker
for breach of promise and was
awarded $10,000. Shortly after leaving the court she was hit by an automobile and had eight ribs broken.
The same judge awarded her eight
dollars.
Moral—Never play with a woman's heart—kick her in the ribs.
"Queen Elizabeth, the virgin
queen, was very successful as a
queen," said a history Prof. absentmindedly.
"Well, I think I'll put the motion
before the house," said the chorus
girl as she danced out onto the stage.

Question: "What's the difference
OPPORTUNITY
between radio and a clothesline?"
Cundiff (over the telephone):
Answer: "A radio draws waves "Say, Mabel, may I come over toand a clothesline waves drawers."
night?"
Voice: "Sure, Bill, come on over."
To miss a kiss is more amiss than
Cundiff: "But this isn't Bill."
it would be to kiss a miss; provided
Female Voice: "This isn't Mabel,
that the kiss you miss the miss her- either. But come on over!"
self would never miss; but if you try
to kiss a miss with whom a kiss
Jack Warrick says that the reason
would be amiss, you'd better always a girl looks so spiritual in a modern
miss a kiss.
formal is that she hasn't much maThe Bridge
terial about her. (I know it's subtle,
but keep trying!)
the
start
to
want
She: "Do you
Smith: "Why do you call your
phonograph?"
Pegasus?"
wife
He: "No. Why?"
"Well, Pegasus was an imJones:
She: "Well you ought to start
and my wife is an
horse
mortal
something."
eternal nag."
Gently, he pushed her quivering
shoulders back against the chair. She
raised beseeching eyes in which faint
hope and fear were struggling. From
her parted lips the breath came in
short, wrenching gasps. Reassuringly, he smiled at her.
Bzzzzz, went the dentist's drill.
Some girls like all their love of
uniform quality—that is, from soldiers, sailors, and marines.
Page 32

A preacher looked over his large
congregation on Easter. "I realize,"
he said, "that there are many here
who will not be with us again until
next Easter. I take this opportunity
to wish them a Merry Christmas."
INSTINCT
Nurse: "I think he's regaining
consciousness, Doctor. He just tried
to blow the foam off his medicine."

Father: "Well, Willie, I received
a note from your teacher today."
Willie: "Is that so, Pop? Give me
a quarter and I won't breathe a word
about it to mother."
Pretty Caller: "Do you think the
superintendent will see me now?"
Bookkeeper: "Certainly, madam,
the superintendent always has time
to see pretty girls."
Pretty Caller: "Well, tell him that
his wife is here."
A certain bishop was considerably
agitated at receiving this note from
the vicar of a village in his diocese:
"My lord—I regret to inform you
of the sudden death of my wife. Can
you possibly send me a substitute
over the week end?"
A balky mule has four-wheel brakes,
A billy goat has bumpers;
The firefly has a bright spotlight,
Rabbits are puddle-jumpers;
Camels have balloon-tired feet,
And carry spares of what they eat;
But still I think that nothing beats
The kangaroos with rumble seats.
An English hostess, when serving
her guests wine, remarked to one
gentleman: "I should not be offering
you wine. You are the head of the
Temperance League."
"Oh, no," he replied, "I am the
head of the Vice League."
"Well," she said, "I knew there
was something I should not offer
you."
"Now tell the jury, lady," instructed the young lawyer,"just where the
prisoner was milking the cow."
The young lady a trifle embarrassed, smiled sweetly and replied,
"Why, I think it was a little back of
the center, sir."
The
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equipment which gives the inside story of supposedly invisible happenings.
By holding transparent substances in a beam of light from a
water-cooled mercury lamp, variations caused by changes in
the index of refraction show up plainly on a screen. It's
something like seeing heat waves rise from a hot pavement
in the summer. Gases, liquids, or transparent solids cast
strange shadows, revealing characteristics unseen to the
naked eye. Although this has been done before with arc
lights, the new method has many advantages.

SUICIDE LAMPS
ID you ever take up a newspaper and read that someone
committed suicide by jumping off a bridge? That's
what high-intensity street lamps have been doing, too—not
jumping off bridges, but committing"suicide."

D

The two G-E scientists identified with this accomplishment
are Dr. R. P. Johnson, U. of Richmond, '29, and Dr. N. T.
Gordon, Princeton, '13.

Certain smooth-surface street-light reflectors reflect heat
back to the lamp filament, thus raising the filament temperature to the point of early"suicide" or burnout.
In an attempt to do something about this, G-E engineers
developed the stepped reflector. The inner surface of the
reflector is broken up into small steps in such a way that light
and heat rays reflected back from the steps just miss the vital
lamp stem. Tests showed that, with a soo-watt lamp, the
temperature at the lamp stem was 275 F less with the new
reflector than with the old one.
The engineers who developed the stepped reflector are
graduates of the General Electric Test Course,open to selected
graduates of recognized engineering schools.

CHASING SHADOWS
OW would you like to see carbon dioxide pour out of
a beaker and snuff out the flame of a candle, or cold
water from floating ice flow to the bottom of a glass? By
accident two General Electric scientists recently discovered
a comparatively simple way to force these and other ordinarily
invisible things to show themselves.

H

It all began one day when a searchlight shining through the
windows of the G-E Research Laboratory at Schenectady,
N. Y. started the scientists on an investigation, resulting in

GENERAL

PISCATORIAL UTOPIA
TNSECT laboratories have been air conditioned, rivets
1 for dirigibles have been refrigerated so they can be driven
better, and there is even a case where telephone books have
been cooled mechanically to speed the hardening of the glue.
But it was only recently that the first automatic heating
installation designed specifically for the comfort and health
of tropical fish was put into operation.
Devilfish, sharks, rays, the only porpoises in captivity, and
thousands of other unusual specimens caper gaily around in
their adopted home in the Marine Studios at Marineland, Fla.
There, in huge tanks, the pampered fish live the "life of
Reilly" (the porpoises are fed by hand) in water that is not
only filtered and aerated but is also held at a temperature of
7o F.
Five General Electric oil furnaces do the heating job, holding
the soo,000-gallon "oceanarium" at a temperature just like
home for the transplanted tropical specimens.
At G.E.'s Bloomfield (N. J.) plant, where air conditioning
equipment is manufactured, is a division of the General
Electric Test Course. Here young student engineers gain
practical experience in this branch of engineering.
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